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ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH AT THE ARAL SEA

PREFACE

The tResearch for the Environment"
Prograrnrne of the German Federal
Goverrmerrt proceeds on the assu.mption that
in spite of a high level of cornrnitment to local
and regional action to inprove environmental
concerns it is urgently necessarJr' to look
beyond one's own im.rnediate environnent.
Tbe state of the environment in other coun-
tries - especially in densely populated coun-
tries and in regions where environmental
problems give rise to far-reaching conllict
situations - is also of significance for us.

It must be assumed that irnportant decisions

are being nade there on the future environ-
rnental siüuation of our planet. The ai'n of
scientific snd t€shnical cooperation in envi-
mrmental res€ar€h with t.he counhies affect-
ed ai.ms above all at help towards self-help.
An exanple of such a region chosen by the
Environnental Research Programne of the
Federal Governnent is the Aral Sea basin in
Central Asia, whose environm.ental crisis is
not just of local significance. Ibe Gerrnan
Advisory Council on Global Change therefore
speaks of the Aral Sea q'ndrome. The adverse
effects of not dealing susf,sinsSly with the
nstural resorrrces of water and soil have emer-
ged there in a particularly extreme forn.
This is a problem which also occurs in many
other regions of the world - particularly due
to large-scale irrigation projects.
Soon afüer the Central Asian states had be-

come independent, the Federal Ministry of
Education snd Research took up thia problen
and pronoted environnental research pro-
jects within the franework of the Federal
Government's Tlansform Progranrne on
assessing the situation and ameliorating its
causes and efrects.



f you have travelled by plane

over the salt and sand deserts,

the steppes and rocky moun-

tains of Uzbekistan you can imagine

the hardships experienced by tra-

ders on the caravan routes across

Central Asia - on the way from

China to Europe, through the Aral

Sea region between the rivers Amu

Darya and Syr Darya. At the same

time, the traveller gets an inkling of

the magic which has always emana-

ted from towns such as Samarkand.

Khiva, Buchara or Tashkent that

originated around oases. In the cour-

se of the millennia they have been

fought over by rulers from all points

of the compass: Huns, Mongols,

Greeks, Persians, Arabs, and

Chinese invaded as conquerors. And

artists, philosophers, scientists frorl

highly developed cultures lived with-

in their walls during their heyday.

Today they attract tourists with

monuments to the Islamic culture

which has characterized the region

since the seventh century. Mosques.

traditional tea houses and alleys are

often only a stone's throw from the

modern town with its busy streets.

skyscrapers, universities and facto-

ries. But in the bazaars, the atmos-

phere of the old Orient seems to live

on. This is a meeting place for people

of all the nations and tribes which



made history in Central Asia: Uzbeks, Russians,

Tajiks, Kazakhs, Tatars, Kara-Kalpaks, Crimean

Tartars, Kyrghiz, Turkmens, Azerbaijanis,

Ukrainians, Koreans, Ttrrks ...

In the villages of the delta regions of the Amu Darya

and Syr Darya, the traditional houses of clay bricks

continue to dominate the scene. To the south of the

Aral Sea, the population primarily lives by producing

cotton which is grown as a monoculture on gigantic,

irrigated plantations. The "white gold" - as cotton

is called - has not made the people of Central Asia

rich. On the contrary, it has drawn them and the

landscape into a serious crisis - economically and

ecologically.

Photographs on the left:
The mosques and alleys of Khiva testify to the region's former

heyday

Right-hand side:
Oriental atmosphere in the bazaar
at Samarkand - Muslims with tur-
bans, women in brightly coloured
silk robes, piles of melons and the

aroma of lamb cooking over
cha rcoa l.

Photographs: Kutscher
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hen a four-man delega-

tion from the German

Research Ministry

travelled to Uzbekistan and

Kazakhstan in the summer of

L992 they were not interested in

the tourist attractions of

Samarkand or Buchara. Their goal

was the Aral Sea, once the fourth

largest lake on earth.

With its plentiful supply of fish,

endless reed-covered banks,

waterside forests and rare species

of birds and mammals in the delta

regions of the Amu Darya and

Syr Darya it was a sight to see,

now it was regarded as an ecologi-

cal catastrophe. For hours, the

journey continued through steppes

and desert, past dead straight

irrigation channels and poor

pastures towards Aralsk in the

northeast of the sea. This was

followed by a flight in an Antonov

2 biplane right across the water to

the former port of Muinak in the

south. Within a few days, the

German scientists amongst the

travellers had a shocking impres-

sion of the Aral Sea's retreat and

the consequences.

Nevertheless - as ever when

guests arrive - they were wel-

comed in Muinak with generous

hospitality. The table was laid

with "plov", the Uzbek and Kara-

Kalpak national dish, fish from a

lake in the delta of the

Amu Darya, pickled vegetabies,

fruit, sweetmeats and vodka,

which the Russians introduced

into this Muslim country. There

was apparently no indication of an

ecological crisis. Only the green

aHt\ m

The satellite picture shows the shrunken Aral Sea with its 1998 boundaries



Photograph: Wucherer The region around the Aral Sea

tea, served in dishes with oriental patterns, didn't

taste as it does in the capital Tashkent, 900 kilomet-

res away. It was salty. A tiny but ominous signal! The

salt in the air, the soils and in the groundwater is one

of the region's greatest problems. But this is only one

of many impacts involved in the gradual silting up of

the Aral Sea. The destruction of the ecological equili-

brium in the region began in the sixties, at a time

when in many countries large dams and canals were

regarded as symbols of progress and economic inde-

pendence. Reservoirs were intended to overcome the

old scourges of flood and drought. Politicians and

engineers went into raptures at the sight of

150-metre-high retaining walls. The Soviet govern-

ment's plans at that time envisaged wresting maxi-

mum yields - above all of cotton - from Central

Asia's desert soils by means of large-scale irrigation

projects. Numerous reservoirs were constructed on

the Amu Darya and Syr Darya, the two rivers flowing

into the Aral Sea. Innumerable ameliorators from

all parts of the Soviet Union came and built about

250,000 km of canals to divert the river water to

newly created cotton and rice fields.

The best known, the Kara-Kum Canal over 1800 km

in length, diverted about 350 m' of water per second

from the Amu Darya as long ago as 197I. A total of

about 320 km3 of water has been lost fr.om the Aral

Sea due to the Kara-Kum Canal alone since its

construction began in 1956 up to 7992.

The Aral Sea's tributaries, which were becoming

ever smaller, were soon no longer able to balance

its high evaporation. The water level already began

to sink in the sixties, slowly at frrst and then with
alarming speed since the seventies when the Amu

Darya and Syr Darya were only able to reach the sea

with a depleted flow and later sometimes failed to do

so completely.
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The impacts determine the extent of the present eco-

logical crisis at the Aral Sea:

The surface of the sea has been reduced from

66,900 km' (1960) to 30,900 km' (1992) so that more

than halfthe original area has been exposed and to a

large extent covered with salt. The coast of the shal-

low eastern bank has receded more and more, in some

parts by as much as 100 km. The former port of

Muinak is now more than 50 km from the sea and no

longer has any access to the water.

Due to the dramatic reduction in water volume to

about one quarter (1990: 1056 kmr; 1992:255 km3) the

salt content of the water rose from 10 grams per litre

to currently 4O to 45 grams.

This ultimately led to the rich fish stocks - e.g.

European catfish, pike, sturgeon - becoming extinct.

Fishing and fish processing, as well as muskrat breed-

ing became impossible. Thousands of people lost their

traditional livelihood.

The changes in the Aral Sea also gradually affected

the surrounding area. Not only a major fraction of the

tugay forests (riverside forests), but also the reed and

meadow vegetation in the delta areas of the Amu

Darya and Syr Darya disappeared. The climate also

changed. The Aral Sea used to serve to moderate the

temperature: in summer its water cooled the temper-

atures down and in winter it released its stored heat.

The remaining water no longer has a sufficient heat

storage capacity for the whole region. As a consequen-

ce, the cultivation limit for cotton has been shifted

more than 100 kilometres to the south. Furthermore,

the high evaporation over the sea used to reduce the

speed of the winds across the steppes, but now sand

storms sweep more and more frequently across the

dried out banks and delta regions. They carry the

whirled up salts from the sea bed deep into the irriga-

tion areas, to fields and villages. Moreover, the lea-

ched soils bear lower and lower yields, which is com-

The surface of the Aral Sea has been continuously reduced since 1960

Photographs and graphics: Ressl

Salt efflorescences on soils in the region

Artificially irrigated cotton plantatjons deprive the sea of its tributaries



bated by applying artificial fertili-

zers as well as the increased use of

herbicides, pesticides, and defoli-

ants. The consequence is that

pollutants enter the rivers via drain-

age channels and then penetrate

into the groundwater. The drinking

water is also frequently polluted.

People suffer from respiratory

diseases, infections of the gastroin-

testinal tract as well as anaemia.

Infant mortality is the highest

in the former Soviet Union. On the

dried out sea bed, small mammals

spread as carriers of plague fleas.

Cases of the plague have already

occurred. For all these reasons,

the Aral Sea region is known

in Uzbekistan as the "silent

Chernobyl".

The imoacts determine the extent of the
present ecological crisis at the Aral Sea:

Photographs and graphics: Ressl
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s with the start of perestroika in

the Soviet Union the situation at

the Aral Sea became increasingly

the subject of public discussion, numerous

environmental experts from industrialized

countries visited the region. However, the

well-meant suggestions were frequently

completely unrealistic for the economic,

technical and social conditions in the coun-

try. And the people of Muinak or Aralsk

often never heard from them again,

not even a copy of the crisis reports which

subsequently appeared in the relevant learn-

ed journals. The German delegation in the

summer of 7992 didn't want the same to

be said of them. The mission of their

TTSTARCh{ F*R
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journey was rather to discover partners for an

Aral Sea project planned by the Federal Ministry

of Education and Research (BMBF). Russian, Uzbek

and Kazakh scientists working under extremely

difficult financial conditions should thus be enabled

to continue their ecological research in the region.

The funds were provided by the Federal

Government's T?ansform Programme, which was

initiated in the early nineties to support the

Eastern European states and the countries of the

former Soviet Union.

The two German scientists in the group, Professor

Otto Fränzle, a geographer from the University of

Kiel, and Dr Dietmar Keyser, a zoologist from

Hamburg University, had already taken part in stud-

ies of the Aral Sea region many years ago. Their

experience and their contacts with local scientific

institutes were therefore in demand.

The mission of the resulting research projects is not

to seek a panacea for refiliing the Aral Sea. Even

a general plan for solving the region's environmental

crisis would go beyond the resources of the limited

project due to the complexity of the problem.

Individual areas will rather be examined with res-

pect to the complicated situation in order to create

the scientific basis for a change of direction.

The declared aim is, moreover, to conserve the remain-

ing natural areas and to achieve the sustainable

use ofthe resources, above all ofwater.

Foto: Wucherer Research expedition on the dried-out sea bed
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The first 22 subprojects which

started in 1992 were concerned,

among other aspects, with deserti-

fication in the region, the develop-

ment of plant cover on the dried-

out sea bed, utilization of surface

water and groundwater, as well as

studies of small mammals as

potential plague carriers. The frrst

project phase from 1992 to 1996

involved a total of more than 130

scientists from universities and

research institutes in Kazakhstan

and Uzbekistan, as well as the

Academy of Sciences in Moscow

and St. Petersburg. The projects

were harmonized with the compe-

tent authorities and ministries in

Kazakhstan and the Uzbek

Republic. Coordination of the

subprojects on the spot was

undertaken by UNESCO.

The summary of the frrst project

phase, made in June 1996 at an

international seminar in Tashkent,

testified to the success of the

funding strategy. The direct,

project-related nature of the

international cooperation associ-

ated with competent partners on

the spot proved its worth in the eco-

logical crisis area of the Aral Sea.

In the subsequent second phase

of the project, the research work of

some subprojects was continued

and new projects were started.

This concerns, for example,

optimizing the irrigation network

on the fields and the use of carp

to keep the irrigation channels

clear. Topics also include a nature

conservation concept for the

remaining waterside forests in the

Amu Darya delta, the development

of concepts for fishery manage-

ment in the existing smaller lakes

and the treatment of pesticide-pol-

luted soils. Eighty scientists

once again from Russia,

Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan - are

currently involved in 18 subproj-

ects.

A few examples of research work

at the Aral Sea will be presented

on the following pages.

The parlicipant5 in the research project al the Aral 5ea funded by the BtüBF



he green tea in Muinak,

the port on the former

south bank of the Aral

Sea, does not only taste salty.

A much more serious aspect isn't

immediately apparent: the water

is polluted with pesticides and heavy

metals. For this reason, a drinking

water treatment plant and a long-

distance water supply from the

province of Chorezm was constructed

with international assistance, also

involving German foreign aid, for the

town of Muinak.

However, this doesn't help the

inhabitants of the scattered villages.

They are not connected to the cen-

tral drinking water supply. Since the

groundwater is increasingly salty,

people frequently use surface water

from canals, lakes or the river.

Muddy irrigation channels supply villagers with wäter

\.'VAT il ffi
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This water is not purified since the

villages cannot afford to buy

technical processing units.

The BMBF project therefore intends

to discover which inexpensive soluti-

ons are possible. As a pilot example,

in 7994 Tashkent scientists selected

the steppe village of Kzildyar in

the Muinak district. its 600 inhabi-

tants live by cattle breeding and fish-

ing. They also get their drinking

water from a small lake nearby.

Preliminary laboratory tests of the

water indicated a high content

of heavy metals, salts and bacteria.

A simple biological water treatment

plant to filter out these pollutants

was developed and constructed

at the edge ofthe village. It operates

according to the principle of a

biological sewage treatment plant.

The contaminated water passes

Photograph: Wucherer
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settling tanks conraining aquatic

plants and microorganisms. in

the course of which the heavy

metals, salts and organic contami-

nants are bound and deposited. The

purified water is finally collected in

the holding tank. This biological

plant performed excellently. 10,000

to 12,000 litres of drinking water

was obtained each day. The values

indicated a major reduction in

pollution with matter and bacteria.

Since the facility requires little tech-

nical outlay it can be readily

constructed in other villages.

In addition, inexpensive technical

processing units, for example chlori-

nation, can be connected in series.

Similar facilities, constructed on

the basis of the experience gained

by scientists and engineers with

this project, are now already

operating near Nukus and Tashkent.

The inhabitants of other villages,

for example the Abidullayev kolkhoz

in the Keygelinsk district, have

applied to the State Committee for

Environmental Protection in
Tashkent for a similar biological

water treatment plant to be con-

structed.

biological settling

Top figure:

Diagram of the facility for the biological treatment of
sudace water

Tha tahlc .ha(aa+^.ia1< +ha q911r1a"tt in the Water

entering and leaving the biological purification plant.



n past decades there have

repeatedly been gigantic plans

for supplying Central Asia with

additional water from Siberian

rivers. Thus, for example, the idea

was conceived from 1985 onwards

of diverting large quantities of water

firstly from the Irtysh and then also

from the Ob and Yenisei into

the basin of the AraI Sea via pump-

ing stations and reservoirs.

However, scientists and environ-

mental experts warned of the

unforeseeable consequences and

economists cast doubt upon the

fundability so that at the end

of 1986, with the start of

perestroika, the project planning and

preparatory work was discontinued.

Nevertheless, the discussion about

an interbasin transfer of water from

regions hundreds and thousands

of kilometres away emerges again

and again even today. In contrast, the

scientists involved in the BMBF pro-

ject are backing a different strat-egy:

saving water and thus once again

increasing the volume of

the natural tributaries to the Aral

Sea. Their theory says that with a
more effrcient use of water the Aral

Sea can be stabilized at a low level

and perhaps raised again, even if
only gradually and probably over a

period ofdecades.

In the experts' opinion there is

tremendous potential for saving

water, above all in the agricultural

irrigation projects.

For example, there is an enormous

loss of water through leaky irriga-

tion channels where the major frac-

tion of the water is lost by seepage

before it even reaches the fields.

5AVäruffi WATilR
FRä*ffiETY
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The map shows the gigantic projects for channel ing water into the Aral Sea which
are regarded as unrealizab e by many environmental experts and economists.

Map: A1ter N. R. Chamaraev
Photograph: The dried out region at the Aral Sea would require enormous amounts

of water to establish its 1960 condition.

Great opportunities for savings are

also cxpec{cd bv chrnging the irriga-

tion system. The water is usually

transferred to the field via a ulriform

geomelrical grid. wirhout any consi

deration of local soil conditions

and thc crops' real wlter require-

ments. Scientists from the Acaden.ry

of Agricultural Sciences of

Kazakhstan have therefore been

working for some time within the

framework of the BMBF project on

irrigation strategies which take the

actual water requirements of the

respective soils and plants into

consideration. Mathematical opti-

mizations are used for the calcula-

tions and corresponding network

structures for the channels will
subscquently be developed. Such

selective irrigation would represent

a contribution to reducing agricul-

tural water consunption.

Experts also see great potential for

water savings by changing the

cultivation system. Up to row,

exclusively rice requiring basin

irrigation has been cultivated in
Kazakhstan.

The BMBF is therefore supporting

experinents in which varieties of

dry-land rice are being tested on

suitable sites in the Aral Sea region.

Results indicated that annual water

consumption could be cut by 1.5 io 2

billion cubic metres withoul the rice

crop dropping below 400,000 to

500,000 tonnes per year.

Photograph: Ressl
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S A LT STORMS

cientists from the Institute

of Agroecology of the

Kazakh Academy of Agri-

cultural Sciences are currently wor-

king on strategies for colonizing the

dried-out sea bed with salt-tolerant

plants. Tl.ris is primarily intended

to curb the harmful salt drifts and

promote the developnent of

ecosystems. They are planting

haloxylon and tamarisk - bushy

shrubs well-adapted to drought

and salt.

In this project, German scientists

liom the University of Bieleleld are

contributing their experience obtain-

ed from many years of experiment-

ing on desert soils in Israel.

Israeli colleagues participating in

the international cooperation are

advising the Kazakh scientists, for

example. on the construction oftech-

nical facilities Ibr collecting rain

water to supply plants on the experi-

mental plots. However, several years

will elapse before concrete results

can be reported.

The photographs show experimental plantatjons estabtished by 5(ientists on the drv sea oeo.
Photographs: Wucherer
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or thousands of years, peo-

ple in Central Asia have

attempted to wrest fruitful

land from the desert by artificial irri-
gation. Even in earlier limes. rhey

diverted the waters of the river for

this purpose. This may be the reason

that in the course of history the

extent ofthe Aral Sea has frequently

changed. as well as its tributaries

and outlets.

Within the framework of ihe BMBF

project, scientists from St.

Petersburg undertook studies of the

Aral Sea's earlier water levels. This

revealed the great dynamics of chan-

ge in the sea in the course ofthe past

10.000 years. From rhe resulls. ir is

concluded that about 10,000 years

ago, 1600 years ago and even 450

years ago, the surface ofthe Aral Sea

was actually smaller than it is today.

The various water levels of past

eras can be read off on the exposed

terraces of the Aral Sea shore,

according to which the maximum

depth in the history of the sea was

88 metres and the shallowest depth

31 metres, whereas the present

maximum depth is about 40 metres.

Nevertheless. the presenl changes in

the Aral Sea differ decisively liom

those of past centuries. The most

recent drop in water level took place

in a historically brief period of
just 15 to 20 years and was associa-

ted with polJution involving serious

consequences for ecosystems and

people.

presenr

(Diagrams after: ALADIN,
Ecological Research and
Monitor ng of the Aral

Sea De las
UNESCO, Paris, 1998)

Photograph: Different
water evelg have ieft

their mark on the steep
wesrern DanK

Photogräph: Re$

LEARNING FROM
HISTORY

The extent of the Aral Sea in previous eras:
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THE MEASURING
STATION MEETING
POINT FOR EXPERTs

ince 1994, environmental

experts from home and

abroad undertaking expedi-

tions and studies in the fclrrrer'

estuary region of the Amu Darya

have found a good home: a research

station right in the middle ofthe eco-

logical crisis area, just a few kilone-

tres from Muinak. The station was

set up with funds from the BMBF

and the Uzbek State Committee for

Environmental Protection. It has a

simple, but modern basic laboratory

where samples can be prepared and

subjected ro a first analysis.

Residential accommodation is also

available as well as vehicles for expe-

ditions into the desert, which

reaches almost up to the front door

The head, a biologist from the Uzbek

Academy of Sciences, and his wife

have relinquished their comfortable

city life in Nukus for the desolation

of the steppes. However, they aren't

lonely here. Uzbek and foreigl envr-

ronmenfal scienrisls are using the

station more and more frequently

since word has got round that this

research station in the Amu Darya

delta provides very good work-ing con-

ditions, accommodation and stimula-

ting discussions with co1-

leagues. Expeditions which used to

camp in the steppes now use the sta-

tion as a base camp. Recently. a

group from the American Medecins

sans Frontiöres was working there.

An increasing number of delegations

come to gain an on-the-spot impres-

sion of the situation of the Aral Sea

and about possibilities of overcom-

ing the crisis. The situation is simi-

lar at the Kazakh sister station in

Kazalinsk in the delta of the Syr

Top photograph

The tie d meaiur ng !iation near Mu nak

Boitom photograph

S - en i_5 .r'der-!L a f ö d :rud e. ir om _neia oäre dl

the rta lion

Phologüph wuöer€f
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Darya, rvhich r,i'as rlso t.r:-rbli:l.recl

\\'ith suppolt 1) onr thr BllBF. In

1998, in addition to (i,r'mrrli ar.rcl

lslaeli scientists. a Japlnrse gloup

ivorked thele on epidentiological strid-

ies and also investecl in tlt(, stirtion s

technical equipment.

The BMBF's intention thclcfble plor-

ed successful of creatiDg the be-ct

possible rvorking conditions fbl

Uzbek and Kazakh environnental

scientists by estriblishing such field

measufing stations and at thc sane

time setting up nuclei atound rvhich

othel intel.national contacts can

cr']'stallize.

Photogräph:
Läborätory modern equiprnent for basic analyses
are at the sc entirü d 5posa tor nve!t qations

Photogrdph bottom On the Amu Darya

vercomir.rg the environ-

mental crisis at the Aral

Sca is a long-terln rrrission

of international dimcnsions. In 1998,

L NESCO thele{brc sct up a

Scientific Council Ibr thc Alal Sea,

rvhic}r also includes Gclman scren-

tists. It is intendcd to adyise tl.re

qovernments of Centlal Asia on frnd-

ing rvays out of the crisis. The foun-

dation is laid by tl.re most recent

scientific {indings of ecological re-

search in tl.re Alal Sea legion, also

including the lesults of the BI\{BF

projects. Thc Iindings of these pror

ects are treing incolpolated ir.r nerv

concepts of usr, lol the soil and rvatcr-

l'esoLrrces of Ccntral Asia permitting

people to livc and cultivate the land

in harmon.v \\'itlr naturc - that is to

sav sustainably. No one can say

rvhethel in tl.rc 21st centurv the Aral

Sc.a rvill lcgain the size it had up to

1960. Hou,cvcr, tl.re ain of providir.rg

pe.oplc u,ith clean rvater'. tca that

does not tastc of salt, a healthy envt-

lonnr('nt ilnd lhrrs also of cleating lr

futr.rle lbl thc economic utilization of'

the Arll Sca basin can be achievccl.

1!



Contacts
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